The heat is on at Tintswalo Atlantic with addition of new pool
Tintswalo Atlantic’s jazz-inspired launch event held on Wednesday, 6 March saw the opening of the
luxury boutique hotel’s latest enhancement. Nestled at the base of Chapman’s Peak within the Table
Mountain National Park, lies the hotel’s new luxuriously heated pool.
The new pool at Tintswalo Atlantic is beautifully laid out on the elongated wooden pool deck above
the natural pebbled beach, overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. As the only hotel within Cape Town placed
on the Atlantic Ocean’s water’s edge, the new facility reaffirms Tintswalo Lodge’s promise to provide
luxurious yet understated opulence and a one of a kind experience for each and every guest.
Lisa Goosen, Group CEO of Tintswalo Lodges says that the addition of a heated pool to Tintswalo
Atlantic is consistent with the meaning of Tintswalo.
“In Shangaan, Tintswalo means ‘the intangible feeling of love, gratitude and peace bestowed upon
someone offering you a meaningful and worthy gift’. Undoubtedly, the addition of this new heated
pool enhances this ethos as we believe that it will enrich our guests’ stay, ensuring that their
Tintswalo Atlantic experience is even more captivating and memorable.”
“Tintswalo Lodges is constantly striving to ensure that the guests at our lodge receive nothing but the
best in terms of convenience, comfort and entertainment.
The lodge consists of Ten individually decorated Island Suites and one superior Presidential Suite, all
of which are sea facing and have breathtaking views of the Sentinel Mountain, open Atlantic ocean
and picturesque village of Hout Bay.
Guests staying at Tintswalo Atlantic can expect numerous lavish services, including chauffeured drives
to tourist hot spots and world famous landmarks in Cape Town, an executive chef can prepare dishes
to the guests desire in our interactive kitchen, guided walks in the reserve and helicopter excursions
over the peninsula.
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